
�Creating an Interesting Portfolio Using
 the Elements and Principles of Design�

Directions: As you create your PowerPoint presentation, you will
choose two elements and two principles of design to concentrate on.
For example:

If you chose Color and Shape as your two elements and
Movement and Variety as your two principles, then you need to
make sure that your slides use these elements and principles in
a consistent way.

For example, if Color is the element that you are
concentrating on, then you may choose to focus on
complementary colors on your slides, like having all your slides
complement the color of your words. Your words may be yellow
and your background may be purple.

Below is a list of the elements and principles of design with definitions.
Choose your two elements and two principles, before beginning your
�Art Portfolio Slide Presentation Graphic Organizer.�

Elements of Design
are the basic parts that artists use in creating pieces of artwork.

1. Line: Line is the path of a moving point. Lines can be vertical,
horizontal, diagonal, curved, angular, zigzag, bent,
straight, interrupted, thick, thin, parallel, cross-hatched, or
spiral. Lines can be implied, an outline showing the edge of
something.

2. Color: These terms are used to define and describe color:
Hue: Pure color, the name of the color
Primary colors: Red, yellow, and blue
Secondary colors: Orange, green, purple
Tertiary colors: Between primary and secondary

(yellow-orange, blue-green,�)
Complementary colors: Opposite each other on the color

wheel (red/green, yellow/purple)
Analogous colors: Next to each other on the color

wheel (red, red-orange, orange�)
Intensity: Brightness or dullness of a color
Warm colors: Red, yellow, orange
Cool colors: Green, blue, purple



Neutrals: Black, white, gray, brown
Tone: Color plus gray
Tint: Color plus white
Shade: Color plus black
Monochromatic: Variations of one hue
Achromatic: No color

3. Value: Differences in hue or neutral ranging from the lightest to
the darkest, for example, white to black.

4. Shape: The two-dimensional are enclosed by an outline; height
and width. Shape can be realistic, geometric, abstract,
idealized, naturalistic, nonrepresentational, amorphous and
biomorphic.

5. Form: The three-dimensional height, width and depth. Forms can
be cubes, spheres, pyramids, and cylinders. Flowing
asymmetrical forms are free form or organic.

6. Texture: Real or actual  texture: those that can be felt
   Implied or simulated texture: painted or drawn

texture

  Texture can be slick, smooth, rough, velvety, satiny,
bumpy,�

7. Space: The distance or area between, around, above, below, and
within things. Negative spaces surround positive shapes.
Artists create the illusion of a background, foreground, and
middle ground.



Principles of Design
are the different ways the elements of art have been used in artwork.

The elements of art are organized by artists to create a
composition.

1. Balance: The equilibrium or stability of various elements in a
work of art may be formal (symmetrical) or elements
may be arranged informal (asymmetrical). Radial
symmetry arranges elements from a central point.

2. Emphasis: The center of interest or focal point, which may be
the largest, brightest, or lightest subject.

3. Proportion: The pleasing relationship of all parts to each other
and the whole design that may be realistic or
exaggerated and distorted.

4. Movement: When the elements are put together to have the
illusion of movement and action. It invites the eye to
go from one area to the next. Mobiles, video, film,
and digital 3-D illustrations have actual movement.

5. Repetition:  The use of elements in more than one place in a
composition.
Pattern:  Created through repeating shapes, lines,
or colors in an overall design.
Rhythm:  The use of repeated elements in a
smooth transition from one part to another.

6. Variety: The use of an art element to achieve diversity and
change that give interest to a composition. Too much
is chaotic and too little is uninteresting.

7. Unity: The harmony of all the visual elements in a
composition. The feeling of completeness or
wholeness of a balanced and organized composition
of the elements and principles.


